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Meet the Premier Team

Founded By Steve Shinholser in 2001

Andrew Lingan - Owner - Joined Premier Ponds in 2007. He has a strong Engineering and Construction background with a lot of experience operating large digging machines.

Michael Kurylo - Owner - Joined Premier Ponds in 2006. He has been in Design and Construction for over 30 years. Built his first pond in 1993 with Aquascape Designs.

Andrew Kuznetsov
Joined Premier in 2020

Roger Pope
Joined Premier in 2021

Kevin Lescallett
Joined Premier in 2022

Elliott Swander
Joined Premier in 2021

Matt Marsteller
Joined Premier in 2021

George Sekyere - Electrical
Joined Premier in 2021

Sam Wells
Joined Premier in 2021

Jake Williamson
Joined Premier in 2022

Mark Pankowski - Marketing
Joined Premier in 2021
Aeration Systems are great for adding dissolved oxygen into a pond. This is very important in hot summer months.

Automatically fill your pond, waterfall or fountain. Never drag your hose out to fill again.
Beach Edge Treatment

Bog (Wetland Filters)
Filters (Add a Bio-falls)
Filters (Add a Skimmer)
Fire Pits (Natural Stone)
Fire Pits (Natural Stone)
Fish & Fish Caves
Fish Tunnels & Floating Rocks
Fountainscapes

Spillway Bowls

Stacked Slate Urn

Stack Fountains

Triple Basalt

Urn Filter
Fountainscapes

Stacked Spheres

Fire Fountains

Stacked Urns

Stacked Walls
Ion Gen (Algae Solution)

Display Board  Transformer  Probes

LED Lighting
Netting

Having Pond Netting installed correctly over your pond not only looks nice, it also keeps unwanted leaves out. It can also help protect from that pesky bird during the time the protective plants have died off.
Patios
Plants (Aquatic)

Water Lily
- Deep Water

Iris
- Marginal

Pickeral Rush
- Marginal

Lotus
- Marginal

Saggitarius
- Deep Water

Variegated Grass
- Marginal

Thalia
- Marginal

Lizard Tail
- Marginal
Recreational (Swim) Ponds
Rec Ponds - Retaining Walls

- Intake Bay
- Tight Dry Stack
- Boulder
- Dry Stack with small Boulders
Stepper Edges (Safety Curbs)

Steppers w/ mosaic

Steppers w/ mosaic

Steppers flush w/ ground

Raised Steppers
Stepper Steps
Stepper Trails (Garden Pathways)
Streams
Swales (Decorative drainage solutions)
Waterfall - Styles

1. Waterfall with rocks and greenery
2. Modern style waterfall
3. Waterfall with aquatic plants
4. Waterfall with natural elements
Waterfalls (Mystery Waterfalls)
Pond Maintenance - (full year yields best results)

**Spring Maintenance**
- Drain / Clean Pond
- Divide Plants
- Start Water Treatments

**Summer Maintenance**
- Clean Filters
- Power Wash Waterfall and Streams
- Trim Plants
Pond Maintenance

Winter Maintenance (only with full year)
- Check Skimmer
- Install De-icer
- Remove Netting or
- Keep netting clear

Fall Maintenance
- Clean Filters
- Fall Netting
- Cut Back Plants for Winter
- Winter Prep.
Construction - New Ponds

Before

After
Renovation - Rehab

Problems:
- Overgrown Plants
- Filters Visible
- Rocks Unstable
- Waterfall Leaks
- Can't See Fish

Solution:
- Re-line Pond
- Rebuild Waterfall
- New Filters
- Plants in Pots
- Larger Stones
Renovation - Pond to Pondless

- Fill in Pond
- Rebuild Stream & Pondless Basin
- Relocate Small Trees & Bushes
- Plant New Grass and Mulch

Existing Problem Pond

New Backyard

New Pondless
Rock Placement Techniques

1. Leaner Stones
2. Thick Dry Stack
3. Gravel Bottom and Shelf
4. Secure Stone Steps
5. Tight Dry Stack
6. Floating Rock
7. Boulder Base
Ask us for an exterior lighting quote.

We Offer In-House Electrical Services
Ask us for an electrical systems assessment!
Livin' the Pond Life!